singular, at any rate, not in the sense in which Professor Smith used transition, that is, transition in concord. But, on the contrary', laying these facts aside, we find that some of these very words are true to the psychological law stated by Professor Smith, namely, that to visualize a concept is, at the same time, to individualize it; the dependencies of glass-works, for example, would surely become plural, granted that it had been used as a singular. In an answer to the question Where is the glass-works? the pronoun would most naturally be they. Granted, too, that a writer or speaker had used in the singular such a word as barracks or scissors, to choose again from Dr. Krueger's list, the probability is that he would put its dependencies into the plural, just as soon as they became involved in the activities of the discourse.
The development of such double plurals as bellowses and gallowses is also worth considering. 
